The Imran Jaffer Internship – Wireless DNA has been facilitated through the Imran Jaffer Foundation. The internship will celebrate and recognize a 3rd or 4th-year student in the Geography-UDP/Ivey HBA program, who shares similar qualities, values and interests to Imran, and will help them pursue their dreams and aspirations towards a fulfilling career in business.

Wireless DNA is Telecommunications Company that specializes in marketing hand-held devices.

Qualifications for students to be considered for this internship position:

- Enrolled full time in year 3 of the UDP/Ivey HBA combined degree with a minimum academic average of 75%
- Have demonstrated some philanthropic work
- Returning to full time studies (minimum 3.5 credits) following the summer work term
- All things being equal, preference will be given to a student in financial need

Applicant: Last Name ___________________________ First Name ___________________________ Student # _________________

ESSAY REQUIREMENT Philosophy refers to the sense of caring, supporting, developing and improving the human spirit (or condition). In 250 words, describe how you have provided service to others and how this has impacted your life. You can also describe how providing philanthropy will be part of your life in the future.

Declaration: I hereby make application for this Internship and declare that the information provided on this form is complete and true to the best of my knowledge and belief. I give permission for this entire application to be reviewed by an appointed committee.

Signature: ___________________________ Date: ___________________________